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Abstraer. Seleclive principal components analysis (SPCA) has been appl ied lo 

highly- a nd/ or liltle-correlated subgroups of bands. It s usefulness \Vas demon
st ra ted in t\Vo ways. First, lhe final result is a false colour compositioll based 0 11 
lhe first o rder principa l component of each highly correlated subgro up of bands, 
lhe resulting image contain ing more than 95 per cen l of lhe tota l variance of lbe 
six TM ballds lI sed. Secondly, Ihe second order principal component of pairs of 
little-correla ted bands will show Ihe informalion Iha1 is unique for each bando 
80th Iypes of analysis have been a pplied 10 characterizc Ihe geoJl1orphological 
un ils al a si te in SW Spain. 80th mClhodologies have demonsl rated lO be very 
useful in a difficult lo access area, wilh high vegela tion diversily covering quite 
differenl geomorphic fealures. 

1. Jnlroduclion 
The Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor on board Landsat 5 has been demonstrated 

to be a powerfullool in geologicaI, geomorphologicaI and vegetation remo te sensing 
studies (Drury 1986, Chuvieco 1990). [( eomprises seven bands along the spectrum, 
six of whieh have an improved spatial resolulion eompa red with Ihe MSS, and a lso 
a n improved spectra! resol ution compared wil h both MSS and SPOT. The high 
spalia! reso!ution (30m x 30m for bands 1, 2,3,4, 5, and 7) permits the mapping 
of topographie and other st ruelura! features. On the o ther hand, speel ra! resolution 
is impo rtant for discerning the different geology, geo morphology, and vegetation of 
the area, as weIl as ilS tempo ra l and status varia bil ity. 

In genera l, image processing concentrates on securing a better visua l interpreta
tion and informatioll extract ion of the images, so that the methodology lIsed will 
depend o n lhe outcomcs lo be achieved. Freq llcnlly the aim is lo map as mllch 
infonnation as possible into a red llced subset of images fo r their analysis o r colollr 
composing. In this case, slandard principa l eomponenls analysis (PCA) is afIen used. 
However, this results in an information loss (of lInused components) and the addi
tional problem of dealing with false colour image inlerpretat ion. In ot her cases, 
object ives foeu s on info rmation that is unique lO eaeh speetral bando Mapping th is 



spectral difference or contrast (ehavez and Kwarteng 1989) and interpreting it has 
been shown to be very useful in geological studies. 

The objectives of our Technical Note are to show the visual interpretation and 
information extraction obtained using both methodologies (i.e., pe transformation 
for data dimensionality reduction, versus pe for enhancing information unique to 
each band) in a TM data set, using bands 1,2, 3, 4, 5, and 7. 

2. The study area 
The study area is located in Huelva province (in southwestern Spain), and 

comprises the mouth of the River Piedras and surrounding area (figure 1), holding 
two big viUages inside, eartaya and Lepe (e and L in figure 1, respectively). The 
TM image was taken in October 1991 and the scene studied occupies 350 x 500 
pixel (10·5 km x 16·5 km). Several geomorphological units can be differentiated: the 
external part of the basin is characterized by old (Lower Pleistocene) river terraces 
belonging to the general Tinto-Odiel river system (eáceres 1995). These terraces are 
constituted by quartzitic conglomerates and coarse sands rich in iron, even forming 
iron crusts in certain places. The vegetation covering this soil is a dense pine (Pin!ls 
pinea L.) forest with patches of Eucalyptus sp. Nearer to the river and in relationship 
with it, younger (Middle-Upper Pleistocene) terraces appear, in a patchwork with 
outcrops of Mio-Pliocene marls and silts. This unit is characterized by having a 
nutrient-rich, sandy soil, covered by intensive crops (strawberry, citrus, etc.). FiUing 
the river estuary, there is a tidal marsh protected by a sand spit advancing paraUel 
to the coast, generated by the strong littoral dynamics of this area (Dabrio et al. 
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Figure 1. GeographicaI Iocation ofthe study area. H = HueIva (city), A = Ayamonte (vilIage), 
C = Cartaya (vilIage), L = Lepe (vilIage), 1 = study site, 2 = marsh areas. 



1980, Cáceres 1995). The marsh can be well defined from its fine-textured soil, 
high moisture content, and typical patterns of lhe drainage, as well as from ils 
characteristic halophytic and hydrophylic vegetation. 

3. Methodology 
Standard principal components analysis (also called Karhunen- Loeve) is used 

for reducing redundant informatian. It permits the description of multidimensional 
data in such way that the first axis (01' principal component) contains the maximum 
variance, diminishing in successiVe=COIrrponents (Jenson and Waltz 1979, Gonzalez 
and Woods 1992, Byrne et al. 1980). Therefore, the sum of the varia nce of all the 
components will be equal 10 the total variance contained in the input images. 

Normally, the first three principal components, containing more than 95 per cent 
of the total six bands' variance, are used to produce a false colour image (RGB). 
The high variance values, as dispersion me<!surements, allow a better differentiation, 
of geomorphic and landform fea tu res in the studied area, which is very rich in 
different geomorphological units as previously said . The resulting image will be 
difficult to interpret because of the uncertainty in the data origin (Wi lliams 1983). 

Therefore, lhe biggest benefit achieved in this case wOll ld be a great redllction in 
data dimensionality. This data reduction is particularly interesting when working 
with a large amount of data (or high number of bands) in regular (tending to small) 
computer systems. 

On the olber hand, information belonging to higher order components- of great 
interest in certain cases (Byrne el al. 1980, Richards 1984, Siljestri:im and Moreno 
1995)--is obviated. Sometimes, instead of operating with as much variance as pos
sible, the interest is in lhe information inherent to each bando In such cases, selective 
principal components analysis (SPCA) has to be used. The basic difference belween 
the standard method (PCA) and SPCA is that , while the latter uses all the bands, 
in the SPCA only a subgroup of them is selected. These subgroups (normally of two 
bands each) vary depending on the aims to be achieved. 

The applicat ion of SPCA to a pair of bands will give a visual interpretable result 
similar to a ratio between them. Other researchers suggest that subtle differences 
will show up, demonstrating the method's high potential, even for multitemporal 
studies (Byrne et al. 1980, Fung and Le Drew 1987). Field work was carried out 
(geological, geomorphological and vegetation studies) in order to check lhe reliability 
of the results. 

3. Resulls and Discussion 
3.1. Data dimensionality I'edllctioll 

One of the principal objectives of PCA is data dimensionality redllclion, main
laining the variance as high as possible. Data dimensionality reduction will help 
when working with many bands at a time (with a large amollnt of data), limited 
computing memory or time, or if there is any limitation in the process to be applied 
(sllch as in a false colour composition, where only three bands can be lIsed). This 
goal can also be achieved with SPCA, using subgroups of highly correlated bands. 

A correlation analysis between the six studied bands was done, shown in table 
1. Based on these data, two different (highly correlated) subgrollps were chosen: 
bands 1, 2 and 3 (in the visible range of the speclrum) with a correlation coefficient 
over 0·937 in all cases, and bands 5 and 7 (in the infrared), with a correlation of 
0·974. Band 4 is left by itself beca use its spectral characteristics. 



Table 1. Correlation matrix for ¡he six Landsat TM ballds used. 

TM band 2 3 4 5 7 

1·00 
2 097 1·00 
3 0·94 0·98 1·00 
4 0·7 1 0·80 0·85 1·00 
5 079 0·85 0·91 0·93 1·00 
7 0 84 0·89 0·92 0·88 0·97 1·00 

The principal components transformation \Vas performed 011 ea eh of both sub
groups. Afterwards, a fal se col our composition (ROB) was applied based on the fi rst 
component of each group (pel of visible bands was assigned to blue, pel of mid
infrared to red), and band 4 (assigned to green). This appeared to be quite similar 
fo r a visual interpretati on to another composition based 0 11 a balld chosen in each 
spectral range, which did not contain as much information as the fi rst one (98 per 
cent of the six bands' va riance). As lhis ¡mage has becn done fOI" demonstrating the 
good results for visual interpretation that ca n be obtained applying pes to a ROB 
composition, the simple ROB image (based on the assignment of band I to blue, 
band 4 lO green, and band 7 to red), is obviated in the present papeL It is to be 
noticed that the pe transformation is particularly advised in the case of a high 
co rrelation between bands, which is not lhe present casc. Therefore, working wi lh a 
study site like the present one, where differcllt spectral areas show acceptable correla
tion values, this type of methodology should be used just in case of doing a multiband 
data analysis wilh limited computing capabil ities. 

The resulting colour image (figu re 2) shows lhe three main geomorphic units 
composing lhe landscape: cultivated Mio- Pliocene silts and marls in a patchwork 
with recent AlIvi al terraces (in medium-blue lones) with non-vegetation-covered areas 
(in light-blue tending to white), old (Lower Pleistocene) terraces covered with pines 
(in green to blue), and tidal marsh (da rk-green) and coastal arca very well oullincd 

Figure 2. False colour composite (RGB) of the site studied, based on lhe assignmenl of red 
lO the first principal component of bands TM 5 and TM 7, green to band TM 4, and 
blue lO lhe first principal componenl of the three visible bands (TM 1, 2 and 3). 



because the water appears very dark. The good defi nition ofthe submerged structures 
of shoals at the tip of the spit is noteworthy. 

It ca n be seen how SPCA wi ll help in data dimensiona lit y reduction with little 
info rmation loss. The higher order components (which have not been used) have 
much Iloise. The information loss is very small due to lhe high correlation of the 
input bands. The RGB ¡mage \ViII be easier lo interpret as lhe ca lours can be 
associated lo certain parts of the spectrum (in a simila r way as can be done on a 
'simple' RGB image based on three input bands). 

' .. 
3.2. fI!fof llJatioll illherenl to each band (spectl'al cO ll tl'ast) 

In this type of analysis, the main objective is lhe characterization of lhe spectral 
contrast along lhe spectrum, so that lhe information unique to each band can be 
obtai ned. For this purpose, the selected subgroups for applying SPCA contain just 
one pair of bands. Only the second order principal component (PC2) is to be 
in terpreted as a monochrome ¡mage. The pe ) \ViII contain the comlnan informatian 
between them (related mainly to albedo and topography). In general, the correlation 
of two bands is related with the spectral contrast between them. This means that 
two highly correlated bands will look very similar and will have a low spectral 
contras!. In general (and for this site), a high correlation has been defi ned as when 
the value is higher than 0,90; it is considered medium if it varies between 0·90 and 
0,80, and low if less than 0·8. 

Based on the co rrelation values between bands, several pairs were chosen: 

• TM I and TM 2 (blue against green, both in the visible); 
• TM 5 and TM 7 (mid IR against mid IR); 
• TM 4 and TM 7 (near IR against mid IR); 
• TM I and TM 7 (visible against mid IR); 
• TM I and TM 4 (visible against near IR). 

From the visible part of the spectrum, band I was chosen beca use il shows lhe 
lowest co rrelation values. The correlation cocfficienl, variance and load ing factors 
in both principa l compo ncnts are shown in table 2. From the co rres pond ing images, 
only the PC2 has been displayed, as shown in figures 3 (a), (b) , and (e); and figures 
4 (a) and (b). 

In so me highly correlated images lhe results are very poor, as can be seen (as a 
good example) in the PC2 of TM I and TM 2 (figure 3 (a). Both bands present a 
0·97 co rrelation coeffici ent and the PC2 co ntains only ¡'55 per cent of the total 
variance. The result ing image co nta ins too 11111Ch noise and is considered insignificant. 
This can also be seen at lhe values of the loading factors in the eigell vectors, which 

Table 2. Correlation coefficiellt s, variance correspondillg lo PC! and PC2, and loading 
faclors for each pair of TM bands used in the SPCA subgroups. 

Correlation PCl % PC2% PC I PC2 
TM pair coefficient va nance variance loadings loadings 

TM I- TM 4 0'71 95·07 4·92 (0'34, 0 94) (-0'94, 0'34) 
TM I- TM 7 0·84 97-44 2·56 (034, 0'93) (- 093, 0'34) 
TM 4- TM 7 0·88 93·85 6·15 (068, 0'72) (- 0'72, 0'68) 
TM I- TM 2 0'97 98-45 1·55 (0'75, 0,65) (-0'65, 0'75) 
TM 5- TM 7 0'97 99'10 0·97 (087, 0-47) (-047,0'87) 



(b) 

Figure 3. (a) Second order principal componen! of bands TM 1 and TM 2; (b) second order 
principal component of bands TM 5 and TM 7; and (e) second order principal 
componen! of bands TM 4 and TM 7. 



Figure 4. (a) Second arder principal component of bands TM 1 and TM 7; and (b) second 
arder principal component of bands TM 1 and TM 4. 

represent the correlation of each band with the principal components (Gonzalez and 
Woods 1992). These values are quite similar (- 0·65, 0·75), meaning that both of 
them wil! appear in mid-grey tones. 

The resulting PC2 image from processing the other highly correlated pair of 
bands (TM 5 and TM 7, figure 3 (b)) offers a muchbetter visual result, although the 
total variance contained is very low (0·97 per cent). Tbe better contrast in this image 
is directly related with the loading factors of the eigenvectors (-0-47, 0·S7), permitting 
a higher degree of separation. The coastal features (water border line, dunes, shoals, 
etc.) can be delineated, as wel! as the cultivated river terraces (smal! black and white 
patches) and the pine forest (mid-dark grey) growing on the old river terraces system. 
The urban areas (in the middle of the crops) appear as bright spots, as does the bare 
soil , due to its high response in band 7 (which has a loading factor of 0·S7). In 
contrast, the pine forest and the marsh appear in a similar grey tone since band 5 
(Ioading factor of - 0·47) does not distinguish the different plant communities. 

The fact that there is sorne quality difference between the said PC2 and that for 



TM 1 and TM 2 lies in the closeness of the bands, as also stated by other authors 
(Chavez 1989). TM 1 and TM 2lie together along the spectrum (0·45-0·52I'm TM 1, 
0·52-0·60l'm TM 2), while there is a gap between bands 5 and 7 (1'55-1-75J1m 
TM 5, 2'08-2'35I'm TM 7). 

The second component of the analysis applied to TM 4 and TM 7 (0'88 correla
tion coefficient, figure 3 (e), shows very nicely the growing sand spit structure beca use 
of the vegetation information in band 4, and the moisture and geological information 
in band 7. Even the new sand bar formation at the tip of the spit can be observed, 
as band 4 can penetrate water slightly while the radiation at band 7 is completely 
absorbed (Drury 1986). The resulting PC2 image contains 6-42 per cent of the total 
variance, which is lhe highest eigenvalue of all combinations, directly related to the 
lowest correlation coefficient of all band-pairs tested. 

As can be deduced studying the loading factors, one has always a positive value, 
the other a negative one. In this particular case (-0'72, 0'68), the first corresponds 
to the correlation between the PC2 image and band 4 and, therefore, all the informa
tion inherent to this band will appear in dark-grey colours. This can be seen in the 

. dark tones that characterize the old terrace system, covered by a pine fores!. The 
marsh can also be differentiated from the surrounding area, as it shows a different 
vegetation type (halophyte communities). The crops do not show up as well as in 
the PC2 of bands 5 and 7, as the information both images contain is due mainly to 
band 7, related with soil type and moisture conten!. As the image was taken in 
October, there are not many crops with leaves that can appear in band 4. For the 
same reason, some larger bright patches can be seen inside the pine forest area, 
corresponding to non-vegetation-covered areas (elear cuttings, new reforested areas, 
etc.) which will show up as light tones through band 7 (with a positive loading factor 
of 0'68), as does the dune system along the coas!. 

The PC2 of bands TM 1 and TM 7 (figure 4 (a», with a correlation coefficient of 
0·84 and 2'56 per cent of variance, offers a good land-water discrimination. The 
loading factor for TM 1 (-0'93) appears with a very dark response, showing the 
coastal shallow waters, where their strong dynamics (currents, eddies) can be easily 
recognized. The dark tones correspond to the different behaviour in both bands that 
characterizes the water. The marsh flooding limit can be differentiated because of 
the soil moisture gradient presen!. For the same reason, the present river channel 
can be easily outlined. The intensive greenhouse crops (typical in this area) sur
rounding the principal villages (C-Cartaya and L-Lepe in figure 1) also appear 
as dark, well defined patches due to their water irrigation. On the other hand TM 7 
with a loading factor of 0·34 offers very little information about the landscape (soil 
and vegetation characteristics), which appears in very light tones. Differences in 
vegetation, used for characterizing types of substrate, are not noticeable at all. 

The PC2 corresponding to TM 1 and TM 4'(figure 4 (b), with a 0·71 correlation 
coefficient and containing 4·92 per cent of the total variance, offers only a little 
information about the shallow waters and coastline-due to the fact that band 1 
can penetrate the water to some extent-but separa tes very well the geomorpho
logical units depending on their vegetation (as commented earIier, each geomorpho
logical unit is intimately related with the vegetation communities growing on it). 
The pine forest area shows up in very light tones (band 4 has a loading factor of 
0·34), as do a few cultivated zones. Non-vegetation-covered areas, with higher soil 
moisture content, appear in mid-grey tones (band 1 loads the eigenvector with 
-0'94). The marsh can be outlined to some extent (the outer limits are not too 



clear), due to the light grey tone assigned to its dry part covered with so me halophyte 
vegetation. Finally, urban areas show a very dark response beca use of their very 
distinctive spectral behaviour in band 1. 

4. Condusion 
In this Technical Note, we have demonstrated that selective principal components 

analysis is useful in two aspects. First, it is helpful reducing the data dimensionality 
(data volume), and minimizing the loss of information. In this case, the first order 
principal component of highly cEirreloted images is the one to be used. Results 
obtained making fal se colour eombinations with these images are easy to interpret 
visually, as the origin of the information is relatively controlled. In the present case, 
the four geomorphological units described could be reliably differentiated by their 
distinct vegeta tia n and soil moisture content and texture. 

Second, it can enhance spectral contrast (or spectral difference) between two 
different regions in the spectrum. This enables identification of the information 
unique to each band on tbe second order principal component obtained by processing 
pairs of low- to medium-correlated bands. The correlation of both bands with the 
PC2 will sbow up in mid-grey witb a tendency to dark or light tones depending on 
their negative or po si ti ve sign, respectively. In fact, the degree of correlation between 
two images can be directly related with their spectral contras!. The higher the 
correlatian, the lower the contrast. 

For separating geomorphological units, the most useful combinations were tbe 
TM 4 and TM 7, and TM 1 and TM 4, which bappen to be the least-correlated bands. 
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